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Abstract

The focus of this work is to summarize outsourcing literature and bring it

up-to-date with current business trends. Whole conception of outsourcing is

embedded into strategic framework to benefit managers. Knowledge about and

approach to outsourcing is analyzed in sample of Czech managers. For the pur-

pose of analysis, managers filled the questionnaire. Theoretical knowledge in

full scale is present in the sample despite low number of observation. Yet the

knowledge is significantly fragmented and no manager holds complex knowl-

edge. Based on findings, the guideline is presented for Czech managers to make

professional sourcing decisions and achieve peak efficiency outsourcing.
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Abstrakt

Ćılem této práce je shrnut́ı literatury věnuj́ıćı se outsourcingu, zároveň jsou poz-

natky z této literatury přizp̊usobeny současným byznys trend̊um. Koncepce

outsourcingu je začleněna do rámce strategického managementu za účelem

vyšš́ı využitelnosti pro manažery. Práce zkoumá znalosti a př́ıstupy Českých

manažer̊u k outsourcingu. Pro tento účel manažeři vyplnili dotazńık. Navzdory

malému vzorku, odpovědi obsáhly plnou š́ı̌ri teoretických poznatk̊u. Nicméně

znalosti všech manažer̊u jsou značně nesouvislé, ani jediný manažer ve vzorku

neměl komplexńı teoretickou znalost outsourcingu. Na základě těchto poznatk̊u

je pro České manažery vytvořen doporučený postup, který jim umožńı profe-

sionálńı rozhodováńı v oblasti outsourcingu a také poskytne nástroje dosážeńı

outsourcingu s maximálńı efektivitou.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The outsourcing literature experienced golden age during mid-nineties and

early two thousand producing high quantity of academic articles elaborating

on this topic immensely. But one can find it difficult to come across more re-

cent articles, number of produced academic articles decreased significantly. It

can be hardly argued that outsourcing has not developed during over a decade

long period, or that companies’ needs remained the same over time. Moreover,

majority of academic articles are written by foreign authors with only few do-

mestic sources available. Unfortunately, domestic sources are unsatisfactory

in both width and depth to provide complex insight for Czech managers. As

a result, fragmented and incomplete knowledge about outsourcing is expected

to be held by Czech managers. Purpose of this thesis is to provide mean-

ingful insight for Czech managers into outsourcing. This insight is tailored

to match current trends in management, Czech market and strategic manage-

ment framework. This thesis draws from three distinctive sources; academic

literature, research done among Czech managers regarding their approach and

knowledge of outsourcing and practical experience of this thesis’s author. This

thesis’s author is working 3 years as a manager at vendor providing outsourcing

solutions. During his tenure, he managed 12 activities being outsourced from

client to the vendor he is employed by. Combination of these three valuable

sources produces unique added value for both Czech managers and academic

researchers interested in field of strategic management.

This thesis summarizes key benefits, costs and risks of outsourcing from

worldwide literature to draw comparison between knowledge of Czech managers

and academic literature. Hypothesis is that overall knowledge and approach

of Czech managers is insufficient and not consistent respectively. Namely lack
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of awareness of possible focus on core competencies and increased flexibility,

since these are not straightforward benefits. Whereas knowledge about costs

saving and access to skill, experience and technology of vendor is expected

to be present, since these are straightforward benefits. Seconds hypothesis

is that cost savings is the stronger motivation for outsourcing than access to

skill, experience and technology. Third hypothesis states that risk manage-

ment would be unsatisfactory or even non-existent in majority of cases. To

test these hypotheses sample of Czech managers answering questionnaire is

analyzed. Upon obtained answers the guideline is built to provide Czech man-

agers with a complex outsourcing framework. Guideline allows managers to

plan, execute and monitor outsourcing successfully. Contribution of this the-

sis is therefore twofold, for managers it provides brief summary of benefits,

costs and risk of outsourcing, consequently allowing them to decide about out-

sourcing professionally. Moreover, thesis provides guideline for peak efficiency

outsourcing. Second contribution benefits to academic readers with interest

into strategic management, who can embed outsourcing concept into general

strategic management framework in order to deepen and widen their expertise.

Chapter 2 presents reader the key benefits of outsourcing, namely cost sav-

ings, focus on core competencies and access to skill, talent and technology.

Chapter 3 renders information about costs of employing outsourcing. These

costs include monitoring costs, skill erosion and loss of positive externalities.

In chapter 4 are stated the main risks; outsourcing productivity paradox, hu-

man capital risk, operational risk, strategic risk and reputational risk. Each

risk is accompanied with tools to minimize it. Chapter 5 analyzes the sample of

Czech managers; their knowledge about and approach to outsourcing. Chapter

6 draws conclusion from the sample and provides guideline tailored to the need

of Czech managers.



Chapter 2

Benefits of outsourcing

The relevant literature provides a wide variety of possible benefits brought

by outsourcing and these benefits create motivations to employ this sourcing

strategy. As a primary motivation in literature is mostly identified cost sav-

ings (Arnold 2000; Van Laarhoven et al. 2000; Vining et al. 1999). This cost

savings is possible thanks to economies of scale (Currie & Willcocks 1997), ven-

dor’s specialization (Kakabadse & Kakabadse 2000) and reduction of indirect

costs (Kremic et al. 2006). The cost reduction is the most obvious benefit of

outsourcing, but is not the sole one. Strategy driven outsourcing provides sig-

nificant benefits to company, namely focus on core competencies (DiRomualdo

& Gurbaxani 1998; Kakabadse & Kakabadse 2000; Kremic et al. 2006) and

increased flexibility (Drtina 1994; Lankford & Parsa 1999). Flexibility is re-

quired because of fierce competition, which causes need for quick reassessment

of scarce resources. Third important benefit is access to technology, skill and

experience of vendor (Kakabadse & Kakabadse 2000; Lankford & Parsa 1999)

and even access to talented staff (Campbell 1995), since some activities require

talent, which can be extremely scarce in the labor market. Outsourcing can

have politically-driven motivation (Kremic et al. 2006), but it applies mostly

on public organizations and thus is of no further interest for us. In the follow-

ing subchapters, three dominant categories are discussed in detail, namely cost

savings, focus on core competencies and access to technology, skill and talent.

2.1 Cost savings

Possibility of performing the same activity with lower expenses may be the

first motivator for company and is, with certainty, the most sought one in
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practice. There is no need to raise awareness of this benefit, but definitely it is

beneficial to explain why these cost savings are possible. Outsourcing of certain

activity results in transaction costs composed of finding adequate vendor and

negotiating contract, but also produces continuous additional overhead cost

to monitor vendor’s performance and update outsourcing contract to match

company’s needs. To offset these costs, vendor must have significant advantage

in performing outsourced activity. Vendor must be able to provide sufficiently

low price in order to bring savings for company and still create margin for itself.

Economies of scale allow vendor, serving several clients, to spread fixed costs

over larger volume of activity than any individual company could use for its own

need (David 2011). Spreading fixed costs over larger volume therefore results

in lower average cost per unit (Panzar & Willig 1977). In particular cases

even variable cost per unit can decrease with increasing volume. This means,

that not only average cost per unit decreases but also marginal cost (Panzar &

Willig 1977), resulting consequently in further cost efficiency increase. Vendor’s

specialization on one or few activities boosts its efficiency in performing these

activities. As a result, their performance is possible at a lower cost, during

shorter time and with superior quality (Kakabadse & Kakabadse 2000). This

focus on core competences allows vendor to charge lower prices for activities

performed. The concept of focus on few competencies can also boost efficiency

of any company and will be discussed in subchapter 2.2.

Combination of these two factors is, in many cases, sufficient to allow cost

savings for a company using outsourcing. However, there is no guarantee, that

vendor’s efficiency will be at a needed level to offset the additional costs in-

duced to the company. To assess possible savings, induced by outsourcing, com-

pany must not only know the price vendor charges, but also calculate internal

costs. Survey conducted by Deloitte in 2005 provides insight into outsourcing

in practice. Figure 2.1 shows expected benefits by companies when entering

outsourcing contract. Cost savings were the most dominant benefit with 70

percent of companies expecting realization of cost savings as a consequence of

outsourcing (Landis K.M. 2005). Yet the same table reveals, that 37 percent

of companies were charged higher sum, than in contract, due to extra work re-

quired by the company, but not included into contract. Further in the study it

is revealed, that 50 percent companies employing outsourcing reported internal

costs surpassing estimated sum (Landis K.M. 2005), which resulted mostly in

not achieving expected benefits(Handley & Benton 2013). This complicated

issue regarding costs of outsourcing will be discussed in chapter 3.
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Figure 2.1: Motivation for outsourcing

Source: (Landis K.M. 2005).

Some companies can reduce costs via outsourcing by transferring fixed costs

to variable costs allowing them to react on market changes more flexibly than

competitors. Flexibility can pose significant cost benefit in times of economic

crisis as well as during period of rapid growth. This benefit was showcased

in economic crisis in 2008 and following years. For instance, Apple company

outsourced all of its manufacturing, while Apple’s competitor — Sony — owned

57 electronic factories at that time. When crisis struck, Apple managed to

mitigate losses thanks to the fact, that manufacturing costs were solely variable.

Sony, on the other hand had high fixed costs on manufacturing, leaving Sony

with massive debt on balance sheet (David 2011).

2.2 Focus on core competencies

In order to talk about benefits of focusing on core competencies, the definition

of core competency must be established first. Definition of core competency was

sufficiently outlaid by Quinn and Hilmer in their article Strategic outsourcing

(Quinn & Hilmer 1994), the core competency gives the company competitive

edge and allows to maintain it during time. For example, really successful

product or service, that is unmatched by competition and therefore, produc-

ing high revenues, is not a core competency. Every product or service can be

back-engineered or examined by competitors. Outstanding product or service
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provides temporary advantage and will be as a consequence caught up or even

outmatched by competitors in the future. Flagship product of the company is

not a core competency on its own, since it secures only short-term advantage. It

does not guarantee future success, but the skill, knowledge set and management

system behind the flagship is the core competency. In order to secure stable

competitive edge over time, company must be able to evolve and innovate its

unique set of skill and knowledge to produce new products unmatched by com-

petitors(Quinn & Hilmer 1994). Understanding this, it should be no surprise,

that Nike outsources all of its shoe production, but develops and designs new

shoes internally or by cooperation with the closest partners (Quinn & Hilmer

1994). The shoe production, which can be done by any manufacturer, is not a

core competency. Shoe developing and design is the core competency of Nike

and it secures competitive advantage for Nike over time.

Outsourcing non-core competencies allows company to focus on its core,

assign more staff to it, resulting in higher worktime and talent dedicated to

the core competency. Reassess internal processes and tasks to create ideal

environment for cultivation of core competencies (Prahalad & Hamel 2006).

Once a company identifies and outsources non-core competencies it gains ability

to reshape its strategy around its core competencies allowing the best use of

scarce resources, skill, talent and time of staff. It simultaneously helps to

communicate toward employees what tasks are the most important and yield

the highest added value for company.

Additional benefit of this approach is that if company correctly identifies

non-core competencies performed in-house, then most likely peripheral activ-

ities were assigned only little attention and probably suffered capital insuf-

ficiencies. When this peripheral activity is outsourced it becomes the core

competency of the vendor, therefore being in center of attention and is per-

formed using up-to-date technologies. In addition to that, it is assigned much

higher capital investment and more skilled staff is performing the outsourced

activity. Combination of these factors often results in significantly increased

output quality. Benefit of higher capital, access to skill and talent is further

developed in subchapter 2.3.

Paragraphs above may give an impression, that the core competencies

should not and cannot be outsourced. Such statement is not true. Outsourcing

of core competencies is possible and can be beneficial, but requires vast ex-

perience with outsourcing and demands the most careful choosing of partner.

In this case firm performing outsourced activity can no longer be called ven-
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dor, but strategic partner, since the two companies start to exist in symbiosis.

Outsourcing core competencies harbors many risk and potential downfalls. To

assess these risks and provide meaningful guidance for outsourcing the core

competencies is beyond the scope of this thesis. Core competency outsourcing

poses opportunity for further research in this field of study.

2.3 Access to technology, skill and talent

Company may seek improvement in performance quality of certain activity.

Vendors are specialist in activities they provide the outsourcing solutions for,

which allows them to concentrate most of their capital and human resources

on this activity (Lankford & Parsa 1999). This activity being outsourced is

the core competency of vendor as described in subchapter 2.2. This facilitates

vendor possibility to obtain specific technology, that would be inadequately

expensive for use of one company only. Moreover, the technology may not be

available on the market and vendor can develop it for its own use (Campbell

1995). Development of such specific technology may require deep insight and

vast experience with activity the technology is intended for, therefore being

out of grasp for company with core competencies elsewhere. In addition to

that, vendor’s internal processes are defined with stress on performance and

efficiency, creating ideal environment for high quantity and quality outcomes.

Vendor’s staff performs outsourced activity on a long-term base, hence gath-

ered considerable experience. Moreover, vendor’s staff is expected to gain and

maintain high level of expertise (Lawes 1994) by both company and vendor,

resulting in sufficient pressure. Which may not be true for internal staff.

Vendors, thanks to their specialization, attract people interested directly in

their core competency and therefore allowing vendors to choose skilled and tal-

ented personnel. Performance of outsourced activity directly creates vendor’s

added value, hence staff performing this activity is most likely to get higher

compensation than in other companies. Higher compensation and profession-

ality attract talented employees, further fostering innovation (Kremic et al.

2006) and efficiency of vendor’s performance, creating unique added value for

its clients.

Outsourcing for technology and skill is double edged sword, since using

external technology decreases need for internal up-to-date technology and using

external skilled staff results in erosion or even skill loss of internal employees.

Erosion of skill is further described in subchapter 3.2.



Chapter 3

Costs of outsourcing

Benefits brought by outsourcing can provide decisive competitive edge for com-

pany, but are accompanied by significant costs, which can be often only miti-

gated, not eliminated. Outsourcing requires monitoring of the vendor (Hand-

ley & Benton 2013; Kremic et al. 2006), which increases overhead costs. Staff

loses experience and insight into the outsourced activity over time (Currie &

Willcocks 1997; George Lafferty 2000) resulting in lower ability to innovate

(Windrum et al. 2009). Activity performed internally may have positive exter-

nalities, outsourcing this activity decreases effectiveness of other activities via

loss of these positive externalities (Windrum et al. 2009).

3.1 Monitoring costs

Vendor’s goal is to maximize profit and company’s goal is to achieve as high

quality outcome as possible at as low price as possible. These conflicting in-

terests are resolved via negotiation and signing well-articulated contract. The

contract is however only formal resolution of conflicting interests and the true

nature of conflict prevails. This represents general principal-agent problem

(Cvitanić & Zhang 2013) not unknown to any company. Even when not out-

sourcing, every company faces principal-agent problem with its employees as

the agents seeking maximization of their rent. Company, in a role of princi-

pal, therefore monitors the employees, measures their outputs and provides the

right incentives for employees to be efficient. This concept is extremely basic,

yet many companies fail to project it into outsourcing framework. Situation

is in many cases worsened by the fact, that company faces significant infor-

mation asymmetry (Antonucci et al. 1998) with vendor holding the advantage.
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Statements above make it clear, that monitoring at a sufficient level with a

satisfactory frequency is essential in order to not be at vendor’s will. Com-

pany must establish monitoring framework, procedures and frequency as well

as detach managers to conduct the monitoring. While doing so, the company

spends money on setting up the monitoring framework and continues to spend

money on conducting monitoring constantly (Kremic et al. 2006). It is essen-

tial to calculate monitoring costs prior contracting, because ex post calculation

may reveal, that outsourcing is not profitable or even is costlier than in-house

solution. Deloitte’s report from 2005 states, that 62 percent of companies de-

voted outsourcing more managerial power than estimated and 17 percent of

companies needed to redirect additional resources to outsourcing relationship

management (Landis K.M. 2005).

Previous paragraph highlights the importance of monitoring and the need

of reserving enough managerial power accompanied by sufficient amount of

resources. Yet even costly monitoring is not guarantee of success. Goal of

monitoring is not only to assess the quality and quantity of the outcome, but

also to review the processes employed to produce the outcome. Understanding

each step, done by the vendor, is crucial in order to evaluate vendor’s efficiency,

innovation and technology. It may happen, that during outsourcing, vendor

starts to lack behind its competitors in any before mentioned aspect and the

company must take action, force the vendor to improve or change the vendor.

Vendor has usually several clients and in case of issues regarding quality or

quantity of outcome as well as delivery times, the vendor can straightforwardly

admit its underperformance and adequately compensate the company or the

vendor can try to conceal its underperformance in order to avoid compensation.

According to the author’s experience, the latter is more frequent in the Czech

environment. Vendor assesses clients’ monitoring abilities, then re-allocates

resources and staff to the clients with the best monitoring. This leaves clients

with the worst monitoring bearing all the damage caused by underperformance.

On top of that, damaged company is often unable not only to prove, that vendor

is the source of the issue, but also is unable to identify the vendor as a source

of the damage inflicted.

3.2 Skill erosion

Changing sourcing strategy from in-house solution to total outsourcing, mean-

ing that outsourced activity is no longer performed internally at any scale,
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inherently results in reduction or even loss of skill in that activity (Quinn

1999). Outsourcing previously in-house activity leaves employees, who orig-

inally performed the activity, without duties. Company must decide about

affected employees’ future role in its organization. Part of them can be em-

ployed in monitoring of vendor, which allows company to retain the knowledge

about this activity. However, the skill of monitoring employees is eroding over

time, moreover does not sufficiently cover new technologies or procedures. Mon-

itoring personnel can maintain up-to-date knowledge, when performing close

monitoring or being even present during periodical personal monitoring. This

approach slows down the erosion of the skill, but does not stop it. Even proper

monitoring evaluating each step of vendor’s performance provides only superfi-

cial knowledge about the new technologies and procedures. Second option is to

re-assign employees to different duties. This is the most frequent solution, since

recruitment is more expensive than training. Re-assigned employees can have

important knowledge about outsourced activity, which can be very beneficial

during transition period, yet their skill erodes sharply and can be of no use

after several years or even months. The last option is to dismiss the affected

employees, which leads to immediate loss of the skill and the knowledge about

this activity. Therefore, this approach is chosen, in majority of cases, only if

there are no other activities the affected employees can be assigned to. Fear of

losing skill is one of main fears of companies employing outsourcing (See table

3.1).

Erosion or loss of the skill manifests in information asymmetry, where ven-

dors may deceive the company or justify underperformance with unrelated

facts. It is not a primary intention of vendor to deceive its client, but search

for higher margin or fear of losing the contract in case of underperformance may

result in exploitation of information asymmetry. This issue is connected also

to monitoring costs, the less knowledge about activity the company holds, the

harder and costlier the monitoring is. In addition to the information asymme-

try, loss of particular skill decreases company’s flexibility (Kremic et al. 2006)

regarding its sourcing strategy. Vendor’s failure represents serious threat to the

company, since it may be unable to in-source activity back or it would be very

costly to do so both in time and resources. This inability to re-insource may

result in outsourcing strategy lock-in, leaving company no other choice than to

continue outsourcing. Company then must take corrective action with cooper-

ation of the vendor or search for a different vendor to take over the outsourced

activity. Outsourcing strategy lock-in may be suboptimal (Windrum et al.
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2009), therefore reducing competitive edge of the company over time. Failure

of vendor with combination of eroded skill significantly increases operational

risk described in subchapter 4.3.

Figure 3.1: Risks cited

Source: (Landis K.M. 2005).

3.3 Loss of positive externalities

Each activity is performed for its outcome, which can be in form of a tangible

product or an intangible service. When company decides to outsources the

activity to the vendor and ceases to perform the activity in-house it not only

changes the source of the outcome, but also changes the owner of all external-

ities, produced while performing the activity, to the vendor (Windrum et al.

2009). These externalities can be negative, further increasing benefits of out-

sourcing (Willcocks et al. 1995). But in majority of cases the opposite is true.

During performance of the activity an information, useful for other depart-

ments, may be produced improving quality of related activities. An employee

may be able to perform two activities at the same time, hence outsourcing one

of them does not halve the employee’s workload.

As Richard N. Langlois stated: ”The whole is more than the sum of the

parts” (Langlois 2002). Each company is composed of set of activities and

interaction among them, which together provide the final outcome. Company
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should prior outsourcing assess externalities of given activity and decide about

their contribution to overall efficiency of the company. In case of strong positive

externalities their loss could outweigh the benefits of outsourcing, resulting in

refusal of this particular sourcing strategy.



Chapter 4

Risks of outsourcing

Company must manage several risks connected to the outsourcing in order to

prevent severe damage. To outsource previously in-house activity results in

need to dismiss or reassign employees and company can face morale issues or

even boycott from its employees (Windrum et al. 2009). The changes must

be clearly communicated toward employees in advance to minimize this risk.

When employing outsourcing, the activity performance is shifted from com-

pany to a vendor, but responsibility towards clients is not. Therefore, in case

of vendor’s failure company must be able to effectively resolve the situation

within a short time period to avoid reputation damage. That extends com-

pany’s responsibility from itself to also its vendors, this is called operational

risk (Beasley et al. 2004; Bryce & Useem 1998). Know-how, competitive edge

and unique business models can be endangered during outsourcing (Jaeger

2013). If a company chooses improper activity to outsource or provides ven-

dor with sensitive data, it risks leakage of information and therefore loosing

competitive advantage (Beasley et al. 2004) or even creating new competition

(Kremic et al. 2006). This strategic risk is hard to manage and requires strict

corporate governance prepared for outsourcing. Last but not least, the repu-

tational risk connected with outsourcing can pose significant challenge for the

company (Beasley et al. 2004).

4.1 Long-term productivity risk

Outsourcing is frequently connected with immediate cost savings and/or im-

provement in quality, providing benefits easily observable and quantifiable

(Windrum et al. 2009). This immediate and easy to get improvement creates an
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illusion of successful sourcing decision, that will remain successful perpetually.

Each company seeking to uphold the competitive advantage and success must

innovate and evolve its internal processes to increase its productivity, which is

fact as old as Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations(Smith 1937). Total outsourc-

ing connected with eroded internal skill represents significant risk for future

ability of a company to innovate and evolve. In case of total outsourcing, the

control over activity is shifted from company to the vendor, who acts within

the boundaries of contract (Barthelemy 2003). Empirical evidence shows, that

initial success and shift of control, and therefore even responsibilities, to the

vendor seem to inhibit company’s productivity growth in a long run (Windrum

et al. 2009).

Company can take action to prevent realization of long-term productivity

risk. First step is the control over the activity. Company should have insight

into each step of vendor’s performance and be able, with cooperation of vendor,

to reshape any of those steps in order to improve quality of outputs, decrease

cost or achieve higher variability and flexibility. If company fails to do so,

then vendor is sole receiver of accrued specialization advantages as well as

productivity improvements (Windrum et al. 2009). Vendor increases its margin,

while the company receives no additional benefit at all. Distorted distribution

of benefits can be prevented via abovementioned insight and also by length of

contract. Evidence suggests the shorter the contract, the better performance of

the vendor (Lacity &Willcocks 1998) and in addition to that vendors with short

contract tend to offer innovations and improvements to secure prolongation of

the contract. Secondly company should prior outsourcing consider importance

of given activity for innovation and company reshaping. If a strong involvement

of the given activity is needed for innovation, it may not be suitable activity

for outsourcing.

4.2 Human capital risk

As described in subchapter 3.2 outsourcing activity originally performed in-

house affects staff. The change of sourcing strategy can have significant psy-

chological effect on employees, which is unfortunately in majority of cases neg-

ative (Gordon & Walsh 1997). In Deloitte’s report 22 percent of managers

cited issues with internal staff as a risk (See figure 3.1). Affected employees

are worried about their future in the company. Will we be dismissed? Will we

need to acquire new knowledge and undergo training to perform different activ-
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ity? If so, will we perform up to the expected level? Does it affect negatively

our salary or benefits? Every single one of the previous questions increases

uncertainty of the employee, resulting in decrease of motivation and devotion

(Sverke & Hellgren 2002). In addition to that, even unaffected employees ask

questions such as: ”Are we next? Will we need to change our routines? Will

there be a higher pressure on results?” (Beasley et al. 2004) If the uncertainty

and fears are not resolved, the employees, both affected and unaffected, can

unite into boycott or even strike (Barthelemy 2003).

In order to minimize human capital risk, company should communicate its

intention to outsource toward employees in advance (Barthelemy 2003). The

change of sourcing strategy should be presented as an opportunity of growth

or as a must for survival in times of crisis. First of all, the employees must

understand, that outsourcing is designed to help the company and people in it.

Secondly it should be decided and revealed to the employees, what will happen

to the affected staff. Even bad news is better received in advance and with

proper explanation than last minute dishonest dismissal. It cannot be stressed

enough, how much important the previous sentence is. The impact on even

unaffected employees is tremendous, their positive motivation and devotion

can be destroyed by dishonest behavior while treating the affected employees.

To further decrease human capital risk, company can involve both affected and

unaffected employees into outsourcing planning. Provide staff with possibility

to submit suggestions, remarks and questions. Even formal involvement with

no impact on final decision and execution of outsourcing allows company to

preserve the trust of the employees.

4.3 Operational risk

Company employing outsourcing seeks continual execution of the outsourced

activity from the vendor, the operational risk represents the situation where

this execution is discontinued. Failure on vendor’s side is not rare during tran-

sition period, when in-house solution is being replaced by vendor’s outcomes.

Company can prevent any damage by retaining original staff during the transi-

tion period and by close cooperation between vendor’s personnel and internal

staff (Baden-Fuller et al. 2000).

More complicated is failure after the transition period, company no longer

has capabilities, staff nor technology to substitute vendor’s performance. If

the vendor performs critical activity, such as transportation, front office or
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IT, then the failure projects both into direct financial loses and reputational

damage. The company, not the vendor, is responsible to its customers and

clients (Beasley et al. 2004) representing risk of severe damage. To lower the

realization possibility of operational risk, company should employ proper mon-

itoring to spot the warning signs and incorporate sanctions into to the contract

(Barthelemy 2003). The sanctions should be reasonable, to dissuade vendor

from low effort but not to be devastating. Moreover, the sanctions can be com-

plemented with a bonus for outstanding performance or a period (quarter, 6

months or year) without any underperformance. Last but not least correctly

chosen vendor, with reputation, successful track report and well established

position on the market, is decreasing probability of operational risk.

Secondly the company should take measures to mitigate impact of opera-

tional risk, namely plan for exit strategy (Barthelemy 2003) and involve ven-

dor’s failure into crisis management plan. Exit strategy can take form of pre-

chosen standby vendor or of keeping ability to re-insource the activity.

4.4 Strategic risk

Well performing outsourcing depends on cooperation of both sides and involves

also exchange of information (Baden-Fuller et al. 2000). It means that the com-

pany must reveal some internal processes and data to the vendor. Company

must provide the vendor with sufficient information to perform the given activ-

ity at a satisfactory level, but should not provide excessive information about

its internal processes and business models. If a company conducts business in

know-how based industry and the know-how is shared with vendor due to out-

sourcing, then the vendor has a possibility to exploit the acquired know-how.

In an industry with fierce competition the vendor can sell know-how to the

competitors (Landis K.M. 2005). While in industry with low competition, the

vendor may decide to enter the industry with low costs thanks to the acquired

know-how (Klopack 2000).

To minimalize strategic risk, it is advised to choose carefully the vendor

with reputation and established position on the market. Identify information

and data, which are essential for vendor to perform outsourced activity and do

not share any excess information and data. Write a good contract (Barthelemy

2003), securing confidentially of exchanged data with sanction that would be

devastating for vendor if breached. And vendor can also commit not the enter

company’s industry for certain period of time. Company also should assess
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prior the outsourcing how much is the given activity connected to the core

competencies and competitive advantages. If the link is too strong, the activity

may not be suitable for outsourcing even if it would bring significant benefits.

4.5 Reputation risk

Company faces reputation risk when outsourcing for several reasons. The first

one is accusation of incompetence, which can be perceived as a motivation

for outsourcing. Origin of this accusation can be various such as employees

(Schwartz 2000), public or even competitors. Company must be prepared to

explain both employees and public, that outsourcing is not a sign of weakness,

but a tool to improve. Communication towards employees was described in

subchapter 4.2. If a public concern for outsourcing is raised, the company must

respond by highlighting the benefits of outsourcing for its customers (lower

price, shorter delivery time, wider variety of products etc.).

Second possible source of reputation risk may come from fears about the

breach of confidentiality (Landis K.M. 2005) or decrease of quality. The latter

is more frequent when offshore outsourcing takes action or chosen vendor has

bad reputation. Confidentiality is an issue in case when outsourcing involves

sensitive customers’ data. This is hardly manageable and often depends more

on media’s attention than company’s actions (Harland et al. 2003).

Reputational risk may come directly from the vendor, since the public does

not perceive the company and the vendor as two separate entities (Schwartz

2000). When the vendor is inflicted reputational damage, the damage is trans-

ferred to the company. Guilt by association can be best showcased on interna-

tional technology giant Apple outsourcing its manufacturing. The working con-

ditions of vendors’ employees are harrowing and Apple is being held responsible

by the public (Knowles 2016; Bhattacharya 2016; Bilton 2014). Sophisticated

damage control and PR of Apple was not enough to relieve the public pressure,

resulting in Apple forcing its vendors to improve working conditions. The best

reputation risk control is to choose vendor carefully, taking into account its

reputation, and prepare to communicate sourcing decision to the public and

employees.
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Sample analysis

This thesis aims to draw comparison between theory behind outsourcing and

Czech managers’ knowledge, attitudes and approaches. Theoretical knowledge

available to Czech managers is scarce, only one complex textbook written by

Czech author J. Dvořáček (Dvořáček 2010) exists. Dvořáček’s textbook pro-

vides sufficient knowledge about offshore outsourcing, but does not identify nor

divide costs as well as risks of outsourcing within one country. Second source

is thesis written by P. Fanta (Fanta 2004), which also does not cover costs

of outsourcing and during risk identification it lacks reputation risk, long-term

productivity risk and human capital risk. Other Czech sources are focused only

on a single area (IT, accounting, hotel industry) (Hejhal 2008; Horynová 2014;

Hrbáč 2011), therefore not providing universal knowledge.

Managers are left with incomplete sources or are forced to access articles

from foreign authors in order to obtain complex knowledge about outsourcing.

Manager then must read several articles and compile gathered information into

common framework. Most of the articles concerning outsourcing were written

in the golden era of outsourcing literature spanning from 1995 to 2003, therefore

knowledge contained is one or two decades old. The knowledge is not necessary

out-of-date, but during such a long period of time, the needs of companies

changed, moreover monitoring and communication costs significantly decreased

resulting in shift of benefits’, costs’ and risks’ weights. In addition to that, most

of the articles were published in economic journals meaning, that to read each

one of them requires payment ranging from $8 up to $23.

It is not expected, that manager in a small or medium sized enterprise re-

searches foreign, over a decade old sources nor spends resources to access those

articles. That is the reason why the hypothesis is, that the knowledge Czech
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managers hold is insufficient or incomplete. To verify this hypothesis number

of Czech managers were questioned about outsourcing. Author used his work

connections to question 25 managers responsible for outsourcing to the vendor,

where the author is employed1. Questionnaire was also send to 400 publicly

available e-mail addresses of chief executive officers, business managers or di-

rectors general. In both groups are represented mostly companies providing

services and only a small fraction of companies selling products. Altogether 29

managers answered the questionnaire, where it is unknown the ratio of answers

from directly asked and random managers due to the anonymity of question-

naire.

The first part of questionnaire consisted of three questions dividing compa-

nies into groups based on length of existence, number of employees and yearly

turnover. Purpose of this division is to analyze possible differences among

groups. The second part consists of questions regarding outsourced activi-

ties, primary motivation, importance of benefits and risks involved (see full

questionnaire in appendix A). Four companies in the sample do not employ

outsourcing. All four companies stated the reason for not using outsourcing

the lack of incentives. None of these companies differentiated from median

groups significantly (see table 5.1).

Table 5.1: Specifics of companies not outsourcing

Employees Existence (years) Turnover (CZK,
millions)

Company A 10-49 over 10 under 10
Company B 10-49 5-10 over 10
Company C 50-249 over 10 over 10
Company D 10-49 over 10 over 10
Median(whole sample) 10-49 over 10 over 10

Source: Dataset

5.1 Outsourced activities

The first question concerning outsourced activities reveals interesting trends

regarding the number of outsourced activities. Most of the companies outsource

1Vendor, where the author is employed executes following activities: complaints depart-
ment, direct mail, IT, lettershop, plastic card manufacturing, sales, telemarketing and ware-
house.
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two or more activities with only five companies (17,2 percent) outsourcing a

single activity. This suggests, that outsourcing is vital part of organizational

structure in majority of companies. Graph 5.1 shows relative frequencies of

activities outsourced. Three major activities outsourced are accounting, IT

and marketing. This triplet is responsible for 68 percent of all activities being

outsourced, leaving only 32 percent for remaining activities.

Figure 5.1: Activities being outsourced

Source: Dataset.

The reason for accounting to be the most frequently outsourced activity

is uniformity and homogeneity of the service. Vendor performs accounting for

every single one of its clients the same way, utilizing upon economies of scale and

higher skill. Companies, which outsource accounting are seeking cost savings

and access to skill. Accounting is relatively save activity to be outsourced with

low risk of human capital, operational or reputational damage. The only risk

involved is a strategic risk, when vendor could sell company’s financial data to

a competitor. Yet, the legal consequence of such action dissuades the vendor

from doing so. In addition to that, accounting outsourcing does not require

extensive monitoring nor represents skill erosion or loss of positive externalities.

Thanks to homogeneity of product vendor can be easily replaced, which results
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in competitive environment securing low margins of vendors. Accounting can

be recommended for outsourcing in majority of cases.

IT is frequently outsourced activity around the world (Loh & Venkatraman

1995; Wright 2004), thus it in not surprising to find IT outsourcing in the triplet.

IT department requires high sunk costs and skilled personnel. Company can

avoid sunk costs and access more skilled staff via outsourcing. That provides

significant incentives to outsource this specific activity. On the other hand, IT

is a critical activity with possible extensive damage inflicted from operational

risk. Moreover, IT usually produce positive externalities and to cut IT out

from company may decrease efficiency of other departments. IT is also crucial

for company’s innovation and evolution. In addition to that, lack of skill in

IT may result in inefficient monitoring of vendor as well as in outsourcing

strategy lock-in. IT outsourcing provides significant benefits, yet the costs

and risks are significant as well. Moreover, author’s experience suggests, that

vendors generate relatively small profit during development of tailor-made IT

sulutions, but have excessive margin for system maintenance. This maintenance

is needed to keep the system running on newer platforms, provide updates and

add features. It is near impossible to shift the maintenance to another vendor

or insource to the company. As a result, the company is forced to keep the

same vendor or undergo huge initial investment again. Thorough assessment

and prioritization are needed before the sourcing decision of IT is made.

Marketing concludes the triplet with relative frequency of 21 percent. This

activity requires know-how, skill, experience as well as talented personnel. The

Czech market contains only 10.5 million potential customers and each company

targets only a subgroup, meaning the Czech market is relatively small. As

a result, internal marketing department serving only one company would be

extremely cost inefficient due to high fixed costs. Moreover, the frequency of

marketing campaigns in majority of companies is so low, that internal personnel

would not accumulate nor withhold sufficient knowledge as well as experience

to perform marketing professionally. In addition to that, we can argue, that

marketing to be successful requires talent. Talented personnel are scarce and

vendors are more likely to attract talented specialists, since marketing is their

core business. Vendors can usually afford to pay higher salary for specialists

to attract them even more. As a result, company outsourcing its marketing

is likely to experience both significant cost savings and increased marketing

quality compared to in-house solution. On top of that, the marketing industry

is flexible, allowing company to execute marketing campaign via vendor within
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a relatively short period of time. On the other hand, information asymmetry

faced by the company is high and effective monitoring is hard to execute.

Unless the company is large enterprise, its negotiating power is very small

and the conditions of outsourcing are dictated by the vendor. Nevertheless, in

majority of cases the benefits outweigh the costs and risks. In general, it can

be recommended for Czech medium and small companies to outsource their

marketing.

Triplet is followed by HR with relative frequency of 10 percent. The reason

is straightforward, the most expensive part of HR both in time and resources

is recruitment, but companies do not recruit continuously. Internal HR de-

partment requires high fixed costs; therefore, companies employ outsourcing

during recruitment to transfer fixed costs into variable costs. Company then

spends resources on HR only when recruiting and allocate resources elsewhere

otherwise. This approach is cost efficient and allows company to focus on its

core competencies. Moreover, if labor market is drained, then vendor’s special-

ization increases the chances of finding suitable employee.

Other outsourced activities such as maintenance, manufacturing, sales and

warehouses occurred with relative frequency from 3 to 6 percent. Low relative

frequency of manufacturing and warehousing can be explained by the fact,

that most of the companies in our sample are service-oriented, not product-

oriented, therefore manufacturing and warehousing are not outsourced nor done

in-house. Other researchers are encouraged to analyze outsourcing trends of

product-oriented companies. Sales relative frequency is low due to its strong

connection with core business, resulting in high strategic risk. Moreover, it

is difficult to set right motivation for vendor to sell as much as possible, but

avoid unhealthy sales. If the vendor is paid only commission, then vendor’s

motivation is to sell everyone, disregarding customers’ satisfaction. On the

other hand, if the vendor is paid fixed amount, then motivation to sell is low,

resulting in sales decrease. Sophisticated framework must be established, to

provide the right motivation. Sales outsourcing is a delicate, risky business

and requires considerable degree of trust.

5.2 Motivation for outsourcing

Motivation of managers in our sample is in line with the theory, Deloitte’s re-

port and expectation. Dominant motivator is cost savings with 40 percent of

relative frequency. While it is an important benefit of outsourcing, if a company
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does not pursue other benefits then the outsourcing is not used efficiently. The

second most frequent motivation is access to skill, technology and talent (27

percent) all of them resulting in higher quality output. From relative frequen-

cies, it may seem that quality induced by skill, technology and talent is inferior

parameter compared to the cost saving. However, the questionnaire contained

control questions, where managers stated importance of costs savings and of

quality increase when deciding about sourcing strategy. The importance was

expressed on scale from 1 (the lowest importance) to 5 (the highest importance)

and the results were contradictory to the previous answers (see appendix B).

Only three managers (12 percent) gave cost savings higher importance than

quality, nine managers (36 percent) gave the same rating and remaining thir-

teen managers (52 percent) saw quality as more important than cost savings.

Figure 5.2: Motivators for outsourcing

Source: Dataset.

Possible explanation of this contradiction may be, that the real motivation

for outsourcing was actually cost savings. Yet during vendor selection process

managers are not willing to compromise on quality and therefore rather choose

lower cost savings in order to keep or improve quality level. This explanation is
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merely hypothesis and cannot be tested using available data. Other researchers

are encouraged to test this hypothesis or further examine importance of cost

savings versus quality.

As the third most frequent motivation (17 percent) was stated insufficient

internal capacities. Although the company has skilled staff, technology and

is performing the activity in-house with satisfying costs, still the outsourcing

is appealing more than capacity increase. After examining consequences of

outsourcing termination, all of beforementioned companies stated the need to

invest into employees - recruitment or additional training - and in new devices

or technologies. In this case the outsourcing provides flexibility. As a result,

the company can increase volume via outsourcing, when demand is high, and

decrease otherwise. Only two managers stated, that termination of outsourcing

would require investment into new building or restructuring of the current ones.

Both restructuring and buying new buildings requires substantial investment

and outsourcing can be effective way to avoid it. Company must assess the

short-term savings versus long-term costs of outsourcing. It is tempting to avoid

large investment and pay only a fraction to the vendor, but the investment is

one time expenditure while outsourcing is continuous expenditure. Moreover,

if the company is successful, it will not avoid this investment in the future.

Very surprising is the fourth most frequent motivation for outsourcing, fo-

cus on core competencies. Due to low accessibility of reliable literature it was

assumed, that managers would be unaware of this significant strategic benefit,

yet 13 percent of managers stated this as the primary stimulus for outsourcing.

Focus on core competency in our sample is connected with little or even no

interest to achieve cost saving via outsourcing. Not a single manager in this

subgroup assigned savings higher importance than quality and only 25 per-

cent of them assigned equal importance. Focus on core competencies is use

of strategic management and indicates manager’s knowledge in this area. To

examine whether seeking focus on core competencies is connected with more

complex knowledge of strategic management, correlation coefficient of focus on

core competencies with existence and strength of risk management was calcu-

lated. Moreover, correlation coefficient with frequency of contract review and

also with benchmarking the vendor was calculated. Risk management, bench-

marking and contract review are basic strategic management tools. Positive

correlation with each one of them means, that manager’s knowledge about

strategic management is more complex, negative or close to zero indicates frag-

mentation of knowledge. Correlation coefficient with risk management is close
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to zero and even negative for benchmarking of the vendor. Positive correlation

is present only for contract review (see correlation table 5.2). This confirms the

hypothesis, that managers do not hold complex knowledge, but accumulated

ad hoc fragments from working experience.

Table 5.2: Correlation table for SM approaches

Focus on core
competencies

Benchmarking Contract re-
view

Focus on core
competencies

1 -0.091 0.328

Benchmarking -0.091 1 0.134
Contract re-
view

0.328 0.134 1

Source: Dataset

5.3 Perceived risks

Next part of questionnaire examined the risks perceived by the managers. On

a scale from 1 (not a risk) to 5 (a very significant risk) managers expressed,

whether their know-how or informational advantage over competitors can be

compromised due to outsourcing. The average rating is 3.2 and median is 3.

It shows, that Czech companies know they should protect their know-how, but

are not feeling imminent threat of its exposure. This is in line with author’s

experience. Companies are aware, that know-how should be protected, but

do little to protect it. In majority of outsourcing cases, author was given in-

formation about business models, internal strategies and performance by the

company, even if it was not needed to perform given activity properly. On top

of that, in many cases the information was not legally protected by contract.

Vendor then can freely disseminate the information without any punishment

(outside reputational damage). The second question concerned confidential

data security, where managers rated the risk of personal information exposure.

Managers perceive this risk less significant than know-how risk. Both average

and median is 3. This lower ranking can be attributed to the long-term effort

of Czech office for personal data protection. This office is punishing everyone

who breaks confidentiality of personal information. In case of personal data ex-

posure both company and vendor would be persecuted. Therefore, it is in best

interest of both company and vendor to set up secure framework to minimize
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the possibility of leakage. The punishment is strict and very probable, that no

company with well-established position on market, would dare to steal personal

information. The risk of vendor systematically abusing personal information is

therefore low. Yet there is a possibility of a single person trying to access the

data. It may be member of vendor’s staff or it may be hacker trying to intercept

the data during the transfer between company and the vendor. Unfortunately,

companies rely solely on vendor for data protection according to the author’s

experience. Managers see abuse of personal information improbable, resulting

in their low involvement in data protection. As a consequence, managers are

often not hesitant to send databases with personal information of customers

to the vendor via email. Similar actions significantly increase risk of personal

information exposure and unfortunately managers ignore this fact.

The next question examined dependency of a company on its vendors. Man-

agers were asked what impact would have termination of outsourcing contract

for the company. In 28 percent of cases managers claim that termination of

contract would not affect the company at all. While it can be truth, it is very a

strong claim. Majority of companies stating this outsource HR and accounting,

where it is reasonable, that replacement for the vendor can be found quickly.

Yet IT is also among outsourced activities of these companies. As described be-

fore, IT is a critical activity and creates significant dependence of company on

its vendor. This may illustrate managers’ ignorance of strategic management

knowledge and lack of risks management in a company. As a result, managers

may not be ready to deal with termination of contract. We will further investi-

gate these companies in risk management subchapter. Small or medium impact

is expected by 40 percent of managers. Activities represented in this group are

marketing, IT and accounting. Managers in this group realize, that there are

costs of shifting activity to another vendor or back in-house and are aware of

disruption during transition period. Remaining 32 percent of managers would

expect significant disruption of company’s operation. Nevertheless, believe that

the situation would be resolved shortly.

It is surprising, that no manager admitted strong dependence on a vendor,

expecting significant mid-term or even long-term disruption. Such impact can

be expected for disruption of IT and manufacturing, but not a single man-

ager outsourcing these activities admitted possibility of such impact. Failure

of critical activity can be resolved with minimum damage using the exit strat-

egy formulated within the risk management framework. Its presence will be

analyzed in risk management subchapter.
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5.4 Risk management

Company faces many risks and from strategic point of view, these risks must

be identified, evaluated and assigned probability (management institute 2008).

Upon this knowledge, the best response and crisis scenarios are prepared to

mitigate the damage caused to the company. For this purpose, firms embed

risk management into strategic management framework. When company uses

outsourcing, it exposes itself to new risks. These risks need to be incorporated

into current risk management. During examination of existence and strength

of risk management the companies divided in almost even groups of having no

risk management at all, having risk management not prepared for outsourcing,

risk management of outsourcing set by cooperation with vendor and having

internal complex risk management prepared for outsourcing. This even di-

vision pinpoints inadequate managers’ knowledge, half of our sample is not

prepared for risks induced by outsourcing. This means that risks are unknown

to the company, since identification of risks is the first step of risk management.

Correlation of risk management with company’s dependency on vendor is neg-

ative, meaning that managers admitting dependence on vendor are not using

risk management more than those perceiving small or insignificant dependence.

Managers claiming no dependence on vendor does not deviate from sample dis-

tribution regarding risk management. Their companies are evenly distributed

among all four categories. We can conclude, that lower risk perception is not

a consequence of sophisticated risk management. Data suggest that lower risk

perception rather indicates manager’s ignorance of the issue.
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Further examined were companies outsourcing critical activities, namely IT

and manufacturing. Although the distribution on this group is similar to the

distribution of sample, we can observe mild shift toward more elaborated risk

management (see figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3: Risk management of companies outsourcing critical activ-
ity

Source: Dataset.

5.5 Outsourcin relationship management

Important tool helping managers to choose a vendor is benchmarking. Using

this technique, manager can compare each vendor in several areas in order

to identify the most suitable vendor. Yet, the benchmarking should not be

done only once. Periodical benchmarking should be executed to assess current

vendor’s competitiveness and gain information what can be offered by other

vendors. Not a single manager stated, that benchmarking was not done, which

is an important, positive sign. On the other hand, 36 percent of managers ad-

mitted, that benchmarking was done while choosing a vendor, but not has been

repeated since then. Past efficiency is no guarantee of future efficiency, more-

over vendor’s competitors can improve significantly over time. Without bench-

marking, the company is unaware of current possibilities offered by the market.

As a consequence, company has decreased leverage in outsourcing relationship

negotiation. Remaining 64 percent of managers stated, that benchmarking is

executed periodically to achieve efficient outsourcing.

In our sample 84 percent of managers perceive outsourcing as more effec-

tive than in-house solution in a short-term and 88 percent in a long-term. This
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indicates, that managers put their faith into outsourcing and expect benefits

to outweigh the costs. Due to this perception of efficiency, it is unlikely that

change in sourcing strategy will occur. Although outsourcing is already per-

ceived as efficient, it is obvious, that improvement can be done to achieve peak

efficiency outsourcing.

5.6 Econometric analysis

Although previous analysis provides meaningful insight into outsourcing in

Czech environment, we will attempt to further increase contribution of this

thesis by establishing relation among variables. The first model examines the

use of outsourcing based data about company, namely length of existence,

number of employees and yearly turnover. For this purpose, probit model was

used. Results of probit model show no statistically significant variable (see

attachment C). In dataset are no other available variables for companies not

outsourcing, therefore, the model cannot be expanded using different explana-

tory variables. Conclusion is that we cannot explain why a company uses or

does not use outsourcing based on data in our sample. The reason is

Problem 1 Small sample size - sample includes only 29 observations. This

means, that central limit theorem cannot be applied, therefore nor-

mality of disturbance must be assumed. Residuals are far from

normal distribution (Figure 5.5), which compromises any statisti-

cal inference.

If a sample would be large enough to apply central limit theorem, other

issues would be still present.

Problem 2 Omitted variable bias - we can assume, that other variables, not

included in dataset, influence our dependent variable. Appropriate

candidates can be previous experience with outsourcing, industry

in which company does business, manager’s tenure, type of organi-

zational structure and financial condition of company.
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Problem 3 Endogeneity of explanatory variables - Situation when explanatory
variable is correlated with error term. This problem can be solved
by instrumental variable or by two stage least squares. Unfortu-
nately, our sample does not contain variable fulfilling requirements
for instrumental variable2. Two stage least squared requires ob-
servations for same subjects from two periods in time. This is
impossible since the questionnaire was anonymous.

Problem 4 Explanatory variables are not in fact significant

The next model examines the overall strategic approach of the company.

For this purpose, the cumulative score is calculated. The score is composed of

risk management, benchmarking and outsourcing review. Points were assigned

according to the table 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Cumulative score awarding

Source: Author.

Company can get from 0 to 4.5 points. The average score is 2.6 and median

3 is well above average. Following model attempts to explain cumulative score

using same data about company as in previous case. Binary variable expressing

whether quality is more important than cost savings (Yes =1, No = 0), scorings

of risks, dependency on vendor and perception of efficiency is added to the

regression. Linear ordinary least squares model is constructed:

Majority of variables are insignificant with only perception of short-term

efficiency being significant at 5 percent significance level. Omitting one or mul-

tiple variable does not change significance of remaining variables. This model

fails to explain factors influencing overall strategic approach of companies in

our sample. This may be caused by same four problems stated for previous

model.

Econometric analysis did not deliver any significant data. Research is lim-

ited by the number of managers willing to participate and by the confidentiality

of information included. Respected and trusted organization would be needed

2Uncorrelated with error term and correlated with endogenous explanatory variable.
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Figure 5.5: Histogram of residuals

Source: Dataset.

Figure 5.6: Ordinary least squares model

Source: Author.
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to collect sufficient amount of observation and widen the variables of other

sensitive information.



Chapter 6

Guideline with conclusion

Analysis of the sample revealed, that outsourcing is vital part of companies in

the sample and they do not restrict themselves into outsourcing a single activity,

but outsource multiple ones. The most common motivations for outsourcing

was identified cost savings followed by access to skill, technology and talent.

Focus on core competency was a goal for significant fraction of our sample.

Therefore, every significant benefit of outsourcing was mentioned by managers

in our sample, implying that the first hypothesis is not true. Although cost

savings were dominant motivator, the quality of outcome is also an important

factor, meaning that the second hypothesis cannot be verified using available

data. Czech managers underestimate the risks of outsourcing, which can be

seen as a result of a literature being accessible with difficulties. The knowledge

about outsourcing and strategic management is present among managers, but

this knowledge is fragmented. As a result, not a single company in the sample

approaches outsourcing in the best way. Basic strategic tools such as periodical

benchmarking, risk management and outsourcing review were not uniformly

present. Not a single company used all of these three tools ideally, moreover

significant fraction employ those tools poorly. Which indicates, that the third

hypothesis is true. Majority of managers perceive outsourcing as the most

effective solution both in long and short-term. Econometric analysis did not

reveal any patterns or relations due to the low number of observations.

Guideline for efficient and successful outsourcing implementation is pro-

posed. The guideline divides outsourcing into seven stages. Each stage harbors

specific pitfalls jeopardizing outsourcing as a whole. Major mistake in a sin-

gle stage can result in outsourcing failure, even if other stages were performed

correctly.
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Stage one: Analysis of activity in question

Before a sourcing decision is made, thorough analysis of activity in question

is needed. Responsible manager determines, whether the activity is part of core

competencies or is a peripheral one. Then assess its importance for innovation

and evolution of company. Identify what benefits are expected to be gained

via outsourcing. Determine monitoring costs, loss of positive externalities and

loss of skill. Activity owners’ and line managers’ insight is needed to quantify

expected costs and gains. Based on the data collected, executive summary

should be presented to top management. Upon information from executive

summary the decision is made, whether outsourcing is admissible. If deemed

not admissible, outsourcing of this particular activity is forsaken. If deemed

admissible, conclusion should be communicated towards employees.

Stage two: Market analysis

When outsourcing is deemed to be feasible sourcing decision, the basic cri-

teria for vendor must be established. These criteria should contain critical

aspects needed to execute the activity properly. Examples of criteria may be

technology, geographical location, track of record etc. Vendors fulfilling these

criteria should be approached and negotiations begin. Those selected ven-

dors provide their proposals of cooperation accompanied by pricing structure.

During negotiations, manager should evaluate vendor’s ability to comply to

company’s need, transparency of activity execution, reputation, technologies

chosen to perform the activity and vendor’s flexibility. Moreover, the possible

monitoring framework and motivation factor should be discussed. Manager

should assess vendor’s openness to thorough monitoring evaluating each step

of outcome producing, possibility of random checks or temporal monitoring

manager detachment.

Stage three: Vendor choosing

The data collected in stage two are used for benchmarking of vendors. When

the most suitable vendor is identified, the re-calculation of costs and gains

should be done. Company already knows the pricing and other specifics, there-

fore can more precisely calculate expected costs and gains. Upon results the

final sourcing decision is made. Decision must be communicated to employees

to minimize human capital risk, as well as toward non-chosen vendors. Good

relationship with non-chosen vendors can facilitate easier exit strategy. Em-

ployees should be informed about the benefits brought by outsourcing and also

about the future of affected staff. High morale of affected employees is crucial

in stage six.
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Stage four: Contract formulation

Well composed contract protects both sides. Contract favorable for com-

pany and unfavorable for the vendor often results in outsourcing failure. Vendor

must be motivated to cultivate and develop the cooperation, moreover doing

so must be beneficial for the vendor. Otherwise the outsourcing will fail even-

tually. To improve quality of outsourcing, contract should be for fixed period

of time to motivate vendor for improvement of its service in order to secure

prolongation of contract. Penalty for underperformance should be negotiated

to ensure vendor’s full commitment as well as bonus for outstanding perfor-

mance or for lack of underperformance should be presented. If the activity

outsourcing harbors high strategic risk, the contract should protect business

data, know-how and trade secrets to defend from misuse.

Stage five: Monitoring framework

This stage consists of setting up monitoring framework and choosing re-

sponsible personnel. Manager responsible not only for monitoring, but also for

overall outsourcing performance should be chosen. If additional staff is needed

to assist this manager, appropriate employees must be assigned. Both manager

and employees should be rewarded based on efficiency of vendor and quality as

well as quantity of outcome. In this step, transition period must be planned.

Stage six: Transition period

Transition period is stage, when activity ceases to be performed in-house

and is being shifted to vendor. Manager responsible for outsourcing should

meet with vendor’s staff. During this meeting expectation and standards must

be clearly stated. Original activity owners should be in touch with vendor staff

to transfer knowledge and identify potential problems in vendor’s processes.

Identification of potential problem during transition period significantly de-

creases damage inflicted and facilitates easier solution. If needed, employees

can be temporarily detached to the vendor in order to assure, that outcome is

produced in the way the company expects. Underperformance is expected dur-

ing this period and should not be sanctioned. During this period re-formulation

of risk management should start. This allows company to prepare for new risks

induced by outsourcing.

Stage seven: Transition period closing

When vendor is able to provide continuous, standardized outcomes without

any interference of company’s staff the transition period should be ended. By

doing so, the vendor overtakes full responsibility of activity performance includ-

ing sanctions as stated in contract. After ending transition period all original
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owners of activity must be reassigned or dismissed. When transition period

is closed, new risk management should be already implemented. Formulated

must be exit strategy, which can take form of retaining skill to re-insource ac-

tivity back or as a standby vendor prepared to overtake the activity execution.

Closing transition period without implemented risk management prepared for

outsourcing can have devastating consequences.

When stage seven is concluded, the outsourcing becomes a part of organiza-

tional structure. Manager responsible for outsourcing must assure, that vendor

is fulfilling its obligations, provides sufficient improvements and remains the

most suitable vendors. This is done by monitoring framework established in

stage five. Periodical checks should be complemented with random checks or by

short-term detachment of monitoring staff to the vendor. Manager is respon-

sible for identification of insufficiencies and for corrective actions. Periodical

benchmarking of vendor is needed to evaluate vendor’s performance compared

to its competitors. In case of unsatisfactory results of benchmarking, vendor

should be confronted with result and improve the below average areas. Out-

sourcing review should be performed at least annually to assess suitability of

outcome for company and to propose changes to outsourcing if needed.

Czech manager would greatly benefit from acquiring the knowledge obtained

in theoretical part of this thesis to fill the gaps in strategic management re-

garding outsourcing. Furthermore, provided guideline helps managers to make

right sourcing decision. In case of choosing outsourcing, the guideline aids

in incorporating outsourcing into organizational structure of company. If fol-

lowed properly, managers can avoid many common mistakes, therefore achieve

successful, beneficial outsourcing.

Further research regarding outsourcing of manufacturing firms is needed.

Moreover, in order to brings econometric knowledge into this area, credible

organization with ability to collect sensitive business data from large enough

sample is required. Further research may focus on vendor’s side of outsourc-

ing, providing same theoretical and practical material for vendors to perform

outsourcing more efficiently.
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Questionnaire









Appendix B

Cost savings versus quality

Figure B.1: Importance of costs savings versus quality

Source: Dataset.
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Figure B.2: Importance of costs savings versus quality 2

Source: Dataset.
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Probit model

Figure C.1: Summary of probit model

Source: Author.
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